Introduction
LLNL is working together with the Army at ARDEC and the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) in synthesizing and characterizing the energetic molecule 2,4-DNI.
For many mass-use applications 2,4-DNI appears to be the best compromise of properties. TNT is less expensive, HMX has higher performance, PETN has hotter detonation products, and TATB is less sensitive than 2,4DNI. However, 2,dDNI appears to beat them all in terms of a property compromise for real world applications. The cooperative activity is described in the following joint LTNLLANL-ARMY report. What is reported here are the results of recent shock loading studies, performance calculations, and sensitivity discussion.
2,4-DNI

Shock Loading
We have performed three shock loading experiments on a 2,dDNI-based formulation RX51AA. The formulation consists of 95.0wt% 2,4DNI and 5.0% Estane-5702. This material approximates the DOE/DoD =-based explosive LX-14 (95.5wt%HMX, 4.5% Estane). RX51AA was pressed to a nominal density of 96.6% of theoretical maximum density (TMD) . It should be noted that LX-14 has a higher nominal density of 97.3% TMD, and 0.5% less explosive by volume than RX51AA. These differences are expected to make RX51AA slightly more sensitive than a 2,hDNI-based material that was an exact match to LX-14.
The shock loading configuration is shown in Fig. 1 . A smooth 100 mm bore powder gun was used to one-dimensionally shock the samples. Six in situ manganin pressure gauges were located at three different depths in the explosive. Pressure histories as a function of time are obtained at each location. The experiment data are shown in Fig. 2 . Figure 2a displays the pressure response of LX-14 at an input pressure of 22.7 kbar at: 0 mm, 6 mm, and 13 mm. As can be seen LX-14 has nearly transitioned to detonation after the shock has run 13 mm. At approximately the same shock pressure, the 2,4-DNI-based material shows no reaction. In fact the shock velocity is actually decreasing. Table 1 lists the shock velocities between the different gauge stations for the three samples.
Nearly doubling the shock input pressure to 38.3 kbar is adequate to begin to initiate RX51AA. The reactions are slow and the shock front is only slightly accelerating. A typical high solids loaded plastic bonded explosive would show a prompt transition under these conditions. It should be noted that the oscillations in the first pressure signal in Fig. 2c were due to the power supply of the gauge not being stabilized at the time of the shock arrival and is not a material response. 
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At 72 kbar the material has nearly transitioned to detonation 6 mm into the sample. The shock velocity between 6 mm and 13 mm is consistent with steady state detonation. Table 2 lists the predicted performance of 2, 4DNI compared to TNT. It can be seen that 2,4DNI is significantly better. As described in the following joint LLNL-LANL-ARDEC paper the detonation products appear to be very hot suggesting utility in nonideal composite explosives. We have evaluated 2,4DNI for propellant applications. Although attractive as a high explosive it appears not to be of value as a propellant component. 
Impact Sensitivity
Major differences in the impact sensitivity of 2,4DNI have been observed depending on the purity of the material. Unlike most materials the impact sensitivity increases with purity. Coburn, of LANL, has observed a correlation in sensitivity with the concentration of 4nitroimidazole (4NI).
We are examining this phenomenon in terms of crystal structure. The crystal structures for 2,4DNI and 4NI are shown in Fig. 3 . A crystal of 2,4DNI consists of ribbons of molecules. The hydrogen bonding network in 4-NI is similar, but it has totally planar packing resulting from extra H-bonds. 4NI inclusions may stabilize the otherwise unstable 2,4DNI polymorphic structure as is shown in Fig. 3c . (c) Postulated
